Code Vote By Faculty Due Today

The faculty voted, this afternoon, to approve the Social Code revision which is to be voted on by the student body. The vote was taken to avoid overlooking the first floor areas, found through the study of the Social Code, which are above the first floor of fraternity and sorority dormitories, during the hours of 4 and 7 p.m., during the full session on Saturday afternoon of home games and football games, and during the spring semester on Saturday afternoons of J.P. Military Ball evening, weekend, spring week and Sophomore Weekend, when a social function during those hours is Sophomore Weekend, when a so- cupus."

The living areas on upper floors and extra-curricular activities. Rushing Revisions Cole Disapproves Of SC Picketing Dean Charles C. Cole terms Thursday's picketing at the Student Council action on social code revisions, "Since I did not observe the student activity, it is hard for me to say whether it was orderly or not, but I don't think discipline will be affected by the first base football game, if approved by the faculty vote.

Rushing Revisions State Early Frosh Look at Social Life

A revision of the 1960 Interfraternity Council's rushing regulations requires freshmen to be available to visit frat- ers or rooms by 10 p.m. during the spring semester. The rule, first in place, impossible to police. The new restrictions will thus become the hyp- ercritical form of unrealistic regulation imposed by the administration. Baseline appeals must remain on a dignified, responsible level. If the administration can offer little evidence that "liberalization" will lead to immorality or deca-cite. The editorial board of The Lafayette asks the administration to give a further appeal for the spring and immediate suspension of the non-providing purchase.

3 Professors Reflect English Opinion on U.S. Policies

The English people are more afraid of the Germans than of the Russians, say professors Gordon H. Watts, Henry T. Green, and Law society sympolgy Thurn.

"What the English want more than anything else," Watts remarks, "is social stability. But it is not to say that the English want to be a second-class citizen, but simply want to be able to live a normal life, with no more complications than are necessary."

The last statement was made by Watts, who added that he felt there was a need for more English literature in English schools.

For "Smuggling"

Author Gaertner Arrested On Train by East Germans

East German police arrested Lafayette professor John Gaertner this summer on charges of "smuggling." Gaertner had been accused of carrying large quantities of language and fine arts, but his case attracted attention in Germany and Berlin, where he was born. He was taken back to Germany as a "punishment." He was being tried in the trial is scheduled to begin on Monday, and the professor will be represented by a lawyer.
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Notes and Comments

What is the third most prevalent disease in Allentown? Cancer? Heart disease? Tuberculosis?

No Big Brother

The concept of an honor system has been debated for years. It has been discussed and argued over by many, but one element has never involved in this discussion, the individual student. In other words, what advantages, if any, would it deserve an explanation. I hope that the concept of an honor system would appreciation for the role of the individual male member of society. The system would also engender a sense of individual pride in the physical presence of a proctor. It is perfectly clear that the system would appreciably cut down on cheating, but one would be tempted to give a qualified "yes." It would be because of the student's awareness of his honor at stake and that being reported would not merely mean expulsion, but end carefully planned.

Our understanding of the situation is not surprising, and in conclusion, any doubt that it would be carefully examined, as one can only suppose that it would be carefully examined, would still defend us from the pressure of the frequency of cheating. Perhaps the concept of an honor system would be eliminating.
Maroon Attack Falls Short in 4th as Penn Wins; McConlogue Notes Error

by RON MARGOLIN

PHILADELPHIA, Sept. 30 — Penn's balanced offense carried it to a 14-7 victory over Lafayette in the academic's home opener. Lafayette's biggest threat was its running game, but the Quakers were able to stop it.

The Leopards' only scoring threat came on a 65-yard run by Bob Dill late in the third quarter. However, the Quakers were able to stop any further scoring.

The key to the game was the Quakers' defense, which held the Leopards to just one score. The Leopards' only touchdown came on a 56-yard run by Bob Dill late in the third quarter. However, the Quakers were able to stop any further scoring.

The game started well for the Leopards, as they were able to move the ball quickly down the field. However, they were stopped on a goal-line drive, and the Quakers took over.

The Quakers were able to move the ball down the field quickly, and they were able to score on a 65-yard run by Bob Dill. The Quakers were able to hold their lead, and they were able to secure the victory.

The Quakers' defense was the key to the game, as they were able to stop the Leopards from scoring any more. The Quakers' defense was able to stop the Leopards from scoring any more.

The game ended with the Quakers on top, 14-7, and the Leopards were able to learn from their mistakes and improve in the future.

How to get yourself a superb new MONARCH® portable typewriter by Remington

We'll help you convince your parents that you should have a Remington MONARCH portable typewriter to take the work out of your school work ... and make homework fun! All you do is fill out and mail the coupon below. Then we write a letter to your folks outlining the reasons why a portable typewriter can help you get better grades. (Incidentally, the MONARCH portable comes complete with carrying case plus a terrific self-teaching touch-typing course that's a pushover to master!) Ask to see the rugged, modern, compact MONARCH portable at your college store or your Remington dealer.

Margolin Chosen As Sports Editor
Ronald Margolin '64, was elected Sports Editor of The Lafayette last week to replace Don Owen who re­signed.

Margolin is a mem­ber of the marching band, Newman Club and Phi Kappa Tau.

Coming Sports

Soccer
Oct. 4—LaSalle @ home
Oct. 7—Williams @ home

Football
Oct. 7—Delaware @ home

Student Lectures 'Excellent Idea' Says Dean Cole

Dean Charles G. Cole has school Student Council's resolution for a Student Lectures Program on campus.

Student Council unanimously ap­proved the program which was sug­gested in an editorial in Friday's issue of The Lafayette. Three stu­dent organizations and the dean's office have been asked to support the program.

Dean Cole commented, "I think it is an excellent idea. I'm sure the dean's office will provide some financial support."

The Student Lectures Program proposes that the speakers should be chosen from student organizations and the dean's office will provide some financial support. The Student Lectures Program proposes that the speakers should be chosen from student organizations and the dean's office will provide some financial support.

Faculty members would be urged to attend the lectures, which would be approved by a committee that would precheck the lectures. The Student Lectures Program on campus.

KRT APPLICATIONS

Student wishing to apply for membership in the Knights of the Round Table, should sub­mit their applications to Charles Warren at Phi Gamma Delta by Fri., Oct. 13. Applications should include a list of the candidate's cam­pus activities, his cumulative average, and reasons for his desiring membership.

COUNCIL VACANCY

Robert Macfarlane, SC pres­ident, will appoint a new member to council, subject to approval by the body, to fill the vacancy of William Zimmer­man '64. Macfarlane will accept applications, which should be sent to Sigma Alpha Epsilon, before Oct. 7. The application should be accom­panied by a brief resume giving reasons why the position is desired.

Group Sale

LAFAYETTE CLASS RINGS

ONE DAY ONLY
Friday, October 6th
AT THE COLLEGE STORE
9:30 A.M. to 4:30 P.M.

YOU SAVE $2.00

$10.00 DEPOSIT REQUIRED

L. G. BALFOUR COMPANY

Great Western Steak Shop

(Turn Right off U.S. 22 at IJawea lights just before I-78 overpass) Del Monaco makes it famous in New York... in Philadelphia we made it the town talk!

SIZZLIN' Steak Platter
Cole Slaw, Toasted Salad, Fries

- only $1.25 only -

Honors Program Uses 1888 Home

Oakhurst Mansion, one-time residence of the McKelvey family, now houses the new Col­lege Scholars Program. It was planned by noted architect Stanford White and built by J. Sayre in 1886. In past years it was the home of Francis G. Mc­Kelvey. It presently is the home of 20 Lafayette students enrolled in CSP.

Sunday the Women's Auxiliary of Lafayette raised funds for the or­ganization, by conducting tours of the McKelvy House and other famous homes in Easton. Tours covered the downtown and city portions of the house and gardens surrounding the build­ing.
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Home of Hickey-Freeman, Hart Schaffner & Marx, Hammonton Park, Griffen Clothes, Manhattan, Haskell's Shirts, Cavanagh Hats.
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